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Custom Wooden 
Boats Are 
Eminently Functional
By Michael Hardy, igus

W
hen you’re in the custom transpor-

tation business and designing cars, 

planes, or boats to meet one person’s 

needs, taste, or budget, you never 

know what’s going to come through 

the door next. 

That’s the challenge facing Van Dam Custom Boats of 

Boyne City, Mich., but it’s one the company relishes. As de-

sign engineer Michel Berryer explains, “Each new client 

walks through the door with a dream, and it’s up to us to 

make that dream happen.”

With a naval architect, Principal Ben Van Dam, and Ber-

ryer on staff, the company has the ability to create a world-

class custom wooden boat or yacht, regardless of its com-

plexity. A team of 10 to 12 skilled boat builders work on 

two to four boats a year, depending on the size. Every boat 

is different, but each fulfills a vision. “We’re not a cookie 

cutter company. We’re not building 20 of one model. And 

the shapes we achieve with wood blow people’s minds,” 

Berryer said. “I think everybody recognizes that wood re-

ally only likes to bend in one direction, it doesn’t like to 

bend in two — but we seem to do that every day of the 

week. People scratch their heads and ask themselves, ‘How 

did they do that?’”

The answer: It’s a process called cold molding, in which a 

room-temperature cure epoxy adhesive is used to laminate 

thin layers of wood to create the large structural members 

of the hull and the hull itself. The company engineers all 

the structural members, joints, and skins this way to create a 

wooden boat that is strong, durable, and stable. 

State-of-the-art computer aided design programs are in-

corporated throughout the planning and building process, 

and metal fabrication and mechanical systems are assem-

bled on site. 

As Berryer and team embark on a new boat or yacht 

This image shows how the hatch lift slide will operate.

CAD image, partial view of the lift/slide mechanism showing igus 

Dry-Lin bearings for the slides. All rotating assemblies run in igus 

T-500 bushings and thrust washers.
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design, they must first decide which technique they will 

use to build the structural framework. This is because there 

are several approaches that can emphasize either the longi-

tudinal or the transverse framing, or both. The team studies 

the various conditions the vessel will encounter, and the 

overall style of the boat, and then decides which framing 

system will work best. This structure is then integrated into 

the design using 3D CAD software. 

This same software enables the team to generate full-size 

patterns that are accurate to a few thousandths of an inch 

so that they can map out the boat’s framework, mechani-

cal systems, and seating. They also use the data to CNC-

machine custom fittings and hardware.

Cad image of the seat frame, which shows the hinge point.

Cad image of the shifter mechanism. Note the number of friction 

bushings used throughout.
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If you can dream it, you can build it

HARTING Han-Modular®

What’s your combination?

With Han-Modular®, you can integrate electrical, optical, pneumatic, communication, 

signal and power into a single connector assembly. 

HARTING, first established in 1945, delivers unrivaled reliability, efficiency, performance 

and innovation.

www.HARTING-usa.com

Dream here

Robust

Time-Tested

Flexible

Each boat is engineered to take advantage of wood as a 

unidirectional fiber, because the material is much stronger 

along the grain than it is across the grain. The team hand 

selects each piece of lumber, looking for characteristics that 

might dictate whether it is used for structure, cosmetics, or, 

in some cases, both. Inside or out, the joinery and struc-

tures are never hidden from view, so the wood must always 

be expertly fit and finished. 

While the Van Dam team is skilled in woodcraft, they also 

possess the skill and the equipment to fabricate custom fit-

tings in stainless steel or aluminum on site. These combine 

artistry with functionality and can range from polished 

cutwaters to propeller shaft struts, and everything in be-

tween.

Gear drive mechanism to open/close the platform. igus fl ange and sleeve bushings used at each hinge knuckle.
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Berryer said he first came across igus plastic bushings and 

plain bearings during a stint working for General Motors. 

When President Steve Van Dam hired him almost 20 years 

ago, Berryer reinvested that knowledge, and today installs 

igus components on every vessel he sends out the door. 

Primarily, he says he uses them wherever he needs 

smooth operation for a moving part of some description, 

such as several bar linkages, or wherever he requires some 

kind of isolation between two metal components. He de-

signed a custom set of trim tabs for the boat he’s current-

ly working on and they are festooned with igus bushings 

to isolate the pivot shaft from the base metal, so there’s no 

metal-on-metal rotating surface. 

Some boats naturally have more applications than oth-

ers, such as opening and closing doors, raising and low-

ering seats. The more complex the requested feature, the 

more bearings are installed. Berryer recently specified igus’ 

DryLin linear slides for an application to allow a hatch 

to index back and forth on a gear motor using a rack and 

pinion. 

From start to finish, Van Dam’s clients are part of team. 

Throughout the construction phase of each custom boat, 

the team takes regular progress photos and emails them to 

clients to keep the abreast of the team’s progress and facili-

tate decision making. DN

Michael Hardy is marketing manager for igus. 

For More Information:

igus: www.igus.com

The fi nished product.
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